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Recently, more enterprises are migrating to a cloud-based
application deployment model. Thanks to cloud-based services
such as Microsoft Office 365, this migration has accelerated.
Cloud-based app deployment provides significant added value,
but at the same time, it changes the underlying infrastructure for
the enterprise. One of the critical services enterprise IT teams
worry about is authentication for users connecting from within
and outside the organization.
When migrating to the cloud, enterprises want to ensure the user experience does not change.
However, seamless access to services hosted outside the enterprise data center requires a new
component in app deployment design. No one wants the Active Directory password to travel
on the wire outside the data center. Therefore, federation becomes a natural and proven
alternative. Referring to primarily to Microsoft services, Active Directory Federation Services
(ADFS) is the solution you are looking for. The ADFS security token service extends the single
sign-on, (SSO) experience for Active Directory-authenticated clients to resources outside the
enterprise data center.
An ADFS server farm allows internal users to access external cloud-hosted services. But the
moment external users are brought into the mix, they must be given a way to connect remotely
and access cloud-based services through federated identity. This is where an ADFS proxy plays a
major role – giving external users SSO access to both internal federation-enabled resources as
well as cloud resources such as Office 365. The purpose of the ADFS proxy server is to receive
and forward requests to ADFS servers that are not accessible from the Internet.
The ADFS proxy plays critical role in remote user connectivity and application access. Citrix®
NetScaler® has been playing similar roles – remote user connectivity and application access –
for more than a decade. NetScaler has the right technology to enable secure connectivity,
authentication and handling of federated identity, and thus it becomes the preferred solution
for replacing an existing ADFS proxy or supporting a new ADFS implementation. Most enterprises
want to reduce the footprint in the DMZ, and hence, they appreciate the fact that, in addition
to its traditional functions, NetScaler can serve as ADFS proxy. This approach avoids the need
to deploy an additional component in the DMZ.
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traditional functions, NetScaler can serve as ADFS proxy. This approach avoids the need to deploy an additional
component in the DMZ.

2.

ADFS proxy deployment

ADFS proxy deployment

Packet flow of how the ADFS proxy helps with external user access:
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5. ADFS proxy takes inputs from the external user and connects to the ADFS farm.
4. User is connected to the ADFS proxy in the DMZ and is presented with a sign-on page.
6. ADFS proxy presents external user credentials to the ADFS farm.
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11. Based on validation, the federation service provides the user with a new security token.
9. ADFS proxy sends the token and claim information to external user.
12. The external user provides the new authorization cookie with security token to the resource for access.
10. User connects to the federation service where the token and claims are verified.
11. Based on validation, the federation service provides the user with a new security token.
12. The external user provides the new authorization cookie with security token to the
resource for access.
In most use cases you will run ADFS and the ADFS proxy farm, which would require load balancing
and scale with high availability. If you are using the NetScaler ADC for load balancing of your
ADFS proxy farm and other key services, only one additional step is needed to set up NetScaler
as a replacement for the ADFS proxy farm. This means NetScaler does not just play the ADC role,
but also assumes ownership of the processes performed by the ADFS proxy for external user
access scenario.
NetScaler is a proven remote access solution for the DMZ. We can use the AAA for Traffic
Management (AAA-TM) feature of NetScaler to fulfill the ADFS proxy use case while other
product security features add to the overall value of this solution.
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Microsoft recommendations for third-party ADFS proxies
Microsoft Requirement and Recommendations

NetScaler Competancy

Proxy must not modify Response body

Yes

Proxy must pass through all HTTP headers to back-end STS

Yes

Proxy must not issue HTTP 302 responses

Yes

All requests must be passed through to ADFS farm

Yes

All external requests must be rerouted to back-end STS

Yes

Proxy must persist to same STS for multi-legged NTLM auth flow

Persistency

All requests to ADFS must be rerouted to same URL on back-end STS

Yes

Proxy must pass through all query string parameters

Yes

Proxy may provide form based login

AAA-TM

Proxy may use credentials to perform NTLM auth on ADFS

SSO

Proxy may also perform two factor auth as needed

AAA-TM

For Office 365 access scenarios, Proxy must provide additional info

Yes
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Here both internal and external users can go through the NetScaler path with the only difference being that
external users are required to pre-authenticate with the NetScaler AAA-TM module. For this access scenario, the
AAA-TM vserver must be set up on NetScaler for pre-authentication. Internal users can be directly load balanced
to the ADFS server farm.
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Here both internal and external users can go through the NetScaler path with the only difference
being that external users are required to pre-authenticate with the NetScaler AAA-TM module.
For this access scenario, the AAA-TM vserver must be set up on NetScaler for pre-authentication.
Internal users can be directly load balanced to the ADFS server farm.
Benefits of using NetScaler as ADFS proxy
1. Caters to both load balancing and ADFS proxy needs
2. Works with both internal and external user access scenarios
3. Supports rich methods for pre-authentication and enables multi-factor authentication
4. Provides an SSO experience for end users
5. Supports both active and passive protocols
a. Examples of active protocol apps – Outlook, Lync
b. Examples of passive protocol apps – Outlook web app, browsers
6. Hardened device for DMZ-based deployment
7. Adds value with additional core ADC features
a. Content Switching
b. SSL offload
c. Rewrite
d. Responder
e. Rate Limit
f. Security
Note that for active protocol-based scenarios, users connect to Office 365 and provide their
credentials. Microsoft Federation Gateway contacts the ADFS service on behalf of the active
protocol client and submits their credentials. Post authentication, the ADFS service provides
Federation Gateway with a token, which in turn is submitted to Office 365 to provide client access.
For active protocol-based use cases, clients typically authenticate on NetScaler using 401 NTLM.
The configuration section below describes how to set up NetScaler for both active and passive
protocol-based use cases.
Configuration and setup details
This guide provides the configuration workflow for active clients (Section A) as well as passive
clients (Section B). Deployments covering both active and passive clients can follow section A
and B sequentially for configuration flow.
The configuration given below is for external users. For internal users, use NetScaler as a load
balancing vserver for the ADFS farm. If internal users have to be authenticated at by
NetScaler, Section A configuration will suffice for both passive and active clients.
NOTE: For information on using NetScaler with Microsoft FAS, please refer to https://
docs.citrix.com/en-us/xenapp-and-xendesktop/7-14/secure/federated-authenticationservice/fas-architectures/fas-azure-ad.html
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Section A: Active clients / internal user configuration flow
1. Create content switching vserver, bind SSL Certkey, bind CA certificate.
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2. Create AAA vserver, bind SSL certificate, bind negotiate policy, bind session policy for Kerberos SSO. This
vserver can be set to a private IP address as it is not accessed externally.
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2. Create AAA vserver, bind SSL certificate, bind negotiate policy, bind session policy for
Kerberos SSO. This vserver can be set to a private IP address as it is not accessed externally.

Now bind the server and CA certificate to this vserver as showed in step 1.
Please ensure that the proper DNS server is configured, which is required for client-side
NTLM authentication as well as Kerberos SSO. If you have a single DNS server, create a
Nameserver pointing to it. In the below configuration we are binding multiple DNS servers
as services to the load balancing vserver.
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Create a negotiate action policy and bind it to the AAA vserver.
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Bind the session policy to the AAA vserver.
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3. Create a default load balancing vserver that will send 401:Negotiate/NTLM response to
authenticate the user and perform Kerberos SSO to the backend.
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4. Create a load balancing vserver, which will simply pass the requests to the backend and convert the
request
URL a
from
to /adfs/services/trust/proxymex.
4. Create
load/adfs/services/trust
balancing vserver, which
will simply pass the requests to the backend and
convert the request URL from /adfs/services/trust to /adfs/services/trust/proxymex.
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Bind server and CA certificate to the newly created vserver.

Bind server and CA certificate to the newly created vserver.
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5. 5.
Create
content
switching
policypolicy
for requests
containing
/adfs/services/trust
and
Create
content
switching
for requests
containing
/adfs/services/trust
and
/federationmetadata/2007-06/federationmetadata.xml to go to the proxy server without any
/federationmetadata/2007-06/federationmetadata.xml to go to the proxy server
authentication.
! without any authentication.
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6. Set the load balancing vserver with authentication enabled as the default vserver for the
content switching vserver.
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Section B: Passive user configuration flow
Note: we will use the same content switching vserver created in Section A but have different
rules corresponding to passive clients.
1. Create AAA vserver, set authentication domain and bind LDAP policy.
a. Create a KCD Account for Kerberos impersonation and a session policy for SSO.
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Bind SSL server and CA certificate to the vserver.
Bind SSL server and CA certificate to the vserver.

2. Create
a KCD for
account
for
Kerberos impersonation
andand
ensure
that DNS
and NTP servers are
2. Create
a KCD account
Kerberos
impersonation
and ensure that DNS
NTP servers
are configured
properly.
Create
a session
policy and
bind a
it to
the AAApolicy
vserver.
con
figured
properly.
Create
session
and bind it to the AAA vserver.
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3. Create a load balancing vserver to handle requests /adfs/ls/auth/integrated (for ADFS 2.0)
or /adfs/ls/wia (for ADFS3.0). Enable that vserver for form-based authentication.
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4. Create a content switching action and policy and bind it to the content switching vserver.
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7.

Conclusion
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Conclusion
NetScaler is a proven solution for fast, reliable, high-availability and secure app delivery in remote
access use cases. Extending these capabilities to include functioning as ADFS proxy increases the
total value NetScaler delivers to the enterprise. It becomes single gateway point for all enterprise
user access, including remote access to Office 365. Beyond its core functionality, NetScaler helps
to improve the end-user experience and the scalability and stability of the whole deployment.
Furthermore, the same NetScaler appliance can also be used for other remote access use cases,
given that it is deployed in the DMZ. There is great value in consolidating all such remote access
and authentication use cases through a single NetScaler ADC appliance.
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